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Springfest plans not finalized;
meeting today for concert site
worked on for the Ritter Park site as
well as Harris Riverfront Park.
By Sue E. Shrout
Controversy over the site of this
Reporter
year's concert arose after residents of
Location and entertainment of this the Ritter Park area complained about
year's Springfest still is unknown, noise and trash during the last two
although a meeting to finalize the Springfest concerts at the Amphiplans is scheduled for today, according theater. As a result, it was reported
that the park board said it would not
to the director of student activities.
A meeting to decide the location and allow the university to have the 1987
to negotiate the details of this year's concert in Ritter Park.
Nelson said there will be a lot of
Springfest is scheduled for 9:30 a.m.
Joe Marshman, said he is meeting with paperwork to be done if an agreement
the Greater Huntington Park Board to is reached to use either site. "A permit
must be issued outlining all the details
make arrangements for the concert.
It was reported in the Feb. 25 issue of of the agreement between Marshall
The Parthenon that Harris Riverfront and the board," Nelson said.
Studen ts hoping for a big name band
Park was to be the new location of the
concert. However, Johnette Nelson, may be disappointed, Marshman said.
activities coordinator of the park "This late in the game, we may not
board, said negotiations still are being have time to get a big name band."

Marshman said the state requisition
process plays an important part in
time limitations as it would take six to
eight weeks to get a check through.
"The alternative we're looking at is
four or five local groups, which would
make a larger concert."
If the Huntington Park Board is
involved in the con cert, beer will not be
permitted to be carried in, but the board
will take the responsibility for selling
it.
Scheduled events for Springfest
week, April 20-24, intlude a West Virginia Heritage day on Thursday and
comedian, Taylor Mason, on Tuesday,
Marshman said.
"Other events are tentative, but we
will know more within the next week,"
Marshman said.

Room hot, but some
felt left out in cold
at social work talk
By Sue E. Shrout
Reporter
Students venting frustrations in a muggy room.
This was the scene of a panel discussion about
the Social Work program Wednesday a fternoon.
About 100 social work majors and other concerned
people gathered in the Memorial Student Center t o
ask questions about what is being done to accredit
the much-talked-about program.
Questions were free-flowing; answers at times
varied with who was talking. Those doing much of
the answering were panel members Phil Carter,
program director, Dr. Carol Ann Smith, vice president for academic affairs, John D. Smith, member
of the state licensure board and Dr. Christopher
Dolmetsch, associate professor of modern languages and member of the program's Board of
Visitors.
The meeting was originally scheduled for MSC
2W22 but at the last minute was changed to the
smaller Room 3W31 in the basement. The
cramped, stuffy room did little to diffuse the
already heated debate kindling over what the university should do to save its much-disputed
program.
The Social Work Program has been actively
seeking accreditation since 1984, at which time a
law was passed in the state allowing only those
students graduating from accredited programs to
take t he social work licensure exam. Currently,
graduates of Marshall 's program have been
a llowed to take the test while the program seeks
accreditation. The clause, however, is slated to
expire in May.
Meanwhile, the Social Work program was last
week denied a site visit by the Council on Social
Work Education due to non-complian ce with basic
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Beware of papers by mail

Loans on increase
caution best rule
By Chris Miller
Student Life Editor

Loans are a gamble and, for students, the stakes are rising.
Edgar W. Miller, director of financial
a id, said students using loans to pay
for school are gambling they'll find a
well-paying job after graduation and
repay the loan without difficulty.
Most student loans require students
to begin repayment six months after
Student reacts to loans, Page 4

leaving school, but Miller said no guarantees come with a degree. "And even
with a good job, the kind of debt many
students are getting into has serious
repercussions, not only for them, but
for the whole economy. There will be
college graduates who cannot buy
homes or cars or start families because
they have this debt."
tlowever, this trend not only is true
of Marshall students.
The Jan. 7 Chroncile of Higher Education said one-third to one-half of all
students n ow leave college in debt.
At four-year public schools such as
Marshall, the average student graduates with more than $6,000 in loans,
the article stated.

Campus

Angle

Kelli L. King, Huntington sophomore , dances on her sunlit
stage as Diane E. Allman, Vienna freshman, stands in the
wings looking on.

See SOCIAL, Page 4.

Risky business

MU students
grabbing
fast money

11

Baseball up to bat
First game Saturday

1I

Miller said student debt is a concern
that surfaced only recently. "In the
1980s student debt has become a significant concern. For many students,
loans have become a necessary evil."
Students should be more wary of
loans, Miller said. His advice to students who must use them: exercise caution and plan now how the debt will
affect life after college.
" Our office hopes to be able to begin
counseling more about debt," Miller
said. "I want students to understand
what they are getting into with loans.
"We would like to sit down and talk
with students about the projected earnings for their field, how much the loans
wo uld draw from their monthly
- - - - - - - - e e LOANS, Page 4

Spring break
Students pla n escapes
••
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World

-----------------------------------------------------------Reagan will admit he goofed, adviser says
WASHINGTON - Presiden t
Ronald Reagan, who an adviser
Tuesday said was prepare<l to a dmit
he m ade mistakes in the Ira nCon t ra affair, gave his first detailed
response to the Tower commission
report in an address to the nation
Wednesday.
Reagan, u nder increasin g pressure to accept blame, delivered the
speech from the Ova l Office at 9
p.m.
Tuesday Reagan a nnounced his
selection of FBI Direct or Willia m
Webster as the n ew chief of the
CIA. Webster accepted the job after
Robert Gates asked Reagan to withdraw his nomination a nd former
Sen. John Tower, R-Texa s, turned
the job down.
Gates, who will remain CIA deputy director, pulled out when it
became apparent his confirmation
would be delayed by investigations
by COngress into the Iran arms
sale and diversion of profits to the
Nicaraguan rebels.
A senior adviser to Reagan said
before the address the president will
say there were a lot of things going
on in the Iran affair that he did not

:-

''

It is essential that the i?resid ent recognize and acknowledge not o nly
errors in imp lementing that policy, but the fundamental errors inherent
in the policy itself.

House speaker Jim Wright

--------''-------kn ow a bout. The a dviser , speaking
on condition that h e n ot be identified, said Reaga n will say, " not
only wer e mista kes made, but I
ma de mistakes."
However, Reagan will not a pologize for his management style or say
that he will change drama tically,
the adviser added.
Justice Department sources said
discussion was still under way over
who would be nominated to take
over the FBI from Webster but that
the leading candidate was U.S.
District Court Judge Lowell Jensen,
who had served as deputy attorney
general in the Reagan administration before being appointed to a
judgeship in San Francisco.

There is a widespread belief tha t
Reagan 's speech is critical t o repa iring his da maged presidency.
House Speaker Jim Wright, ))Texa s , said,"lt is essential that the
president recognize a nd acknowledge not only errors in implementing that policy, but the
fundamental errors inherent in the
policy itself."
Wright said those mistakes
included sending arms to th e terrorist government of Iran, doing so
covertly in contradiction to stated
U.S. policies and to America 's urgings of its all~es, and violating

Lawyer: 'Punish non-squealers'
Not in this case, judge answers

Negotiators back to Washington
to plot arms reduction strategy

AIDS screening for travelers
not a good idea, experts say

CHARLESTON -U.S.
District Judge Charles
Haden II has rejected federal prosecutors' argument
that stiffer sentences
should be handed to drug
defendants who refuse to
testify again st their
associates.
Haden on Monday
imposed a five-year prison
sentence and $50,000 fine on Charleston club
owner Charles Burford for cocaine distribution.
Prosecutors pushed for a harsher sentence
because Burford, after being implicated in the
case, refused to testify against others.
Haden, however, noted that defendants h ave a
constitutional right not to testify and said he
would not impose additional punishment on
Burford for exercisin g that right.
Burford was indicted in a federal investigation
of social use of cocaine by middle-class Charleston residents. Prosecutors accused Burford of
financing cocaine deals made by the government' s key witness in the case, George Hodges.
Hodges, an admitted dealer, was sentenced to
just 2½ years under a plea bargain arranged by
the U.S. attorney's office in exchange for his
testimony.

WASHINGTON President Ronald Reagan,
emerging from the shadows of the Iran-Contra
scandal, is staking out an
active role in plotting U.S.
strategy for an agreement
with the Soviet Union to
rid Europe ofmediumrange nuclear missiles.
Making his first appearance in the White House
press room in more than three months, Reagan
said Tuesday he would recall his three top arms
control negotiators from Geneva to discuss the
"important issues which remain to be resolved."
Echoing his frequent assertions of Soviet
cheating, Reagan said the most important issue
was verification and that the United States
would insist on full compliance with what would
be his first major weapons accord with Moscow
in more than six years in office.
Before returning home, the three negotiators Max M. Kampelman, Maynard Glitman and
Ronald Lehman - will present a treaty draft to
the Soviets to translate areas of principle into a
concrete agreement.

GENEYA Health
experts advised Wednesday against the screening
of international travelers
for AIDS, saying it would
be counterproductive and
that education was the
best tool to s low the
spread of the epidemic.
The experts, who
attended a two-day meeting org_a nized by the World Health Organization ,
also said AIDS was now a global epidemic. As of
Feb. 26, the WHO had received reports of 41 919
AIDS cases in 91 countries.
'
Dr. Jonathan Mann, the American director of
the WHO's special program on AIDS, told a news
conference the experts were " highly skeptical
about the value of screening."
He said weeks or months after being exposed to
the AIDS virus, a person might still test negative
for AIDS exposure. Thus a certificate giving
someone a clean bill of health is meaningless
and could actually encourage that person to
abandon safe sexual practices, such as the use of
condoms.
The panel also concluded that the use of public
transport, such as trains, cars and planes, by
infected persons "does not create a risk of
infection for others sharing the same
conveyance."
Mann said education is the single best tool in a
long-term struggle to control the spread of the
disease. Educational material should be in clear,
easily understood language and should discuss
sensitive issues openly.
He said education should not focus on a
particular area of the world as especially dangerous. This would imply that other places are safe
and could create a "dangerous psychological
disposition" toward ignoring safeguards.
"The major issue is sex," he said. "The major
issue is the careful selection of sexual partners,
including reduction or minimization of the
number of sexual partners, and the use of
condoms, always when one is having sexual
intercourse with a person who is not one's
habitua l, regular partner," Mann said.
, ,

County with no cash for deputies
shuffles budget cash to keep them

• •

Also mentioned for the F BI job
was J ohn Simpson , head of the
Secret Ser vice.

nu merous laws.
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole,
R-Ka n ., said, "It's not going to be
easy a nd he mus t ask the American
people to help him to get back on
top of the agenda."
Othe r deve lopments Tuesday :
- P entagon officials said John
Poindexter, a Navy vice admiral
who resign ed as Reagan's national
security adviser because of t he Ira n
affair, ha d deci ded t o accept a
reduction in rank to rear admiral
rather tha n leave the Navy. He will
be assigned to t he long-range pla nning st aff of the ch ief of n a va l
operations in Washington.
-Banta m Books ordered a second
printing of 200,000 Tuesday of the
fast-selling Tower commission
report, one day a fter the firs t printing of 400,000 hit t he bookstores,
said Bantam vice president and
editorial director Stephen Rubin.
" We have this extraordinary pa ttern of ordering from booksellers,
s ome of whom have the book and
are reordering, and some of whom
didn't have it but had the demand,"
he said.

ELKINS - Randolph County Sheriff John
Arbogast - in a quan dary for weeks now over
how to juggle his department's budget without
laying anyone off - has reached a temporary
solution.
Arbogast says he plans to shuffle his budget
figures instead of his deputies after getting an
OK from the attorney general's office.
"The attorney general says I can spend money
issued for salaries in my department any way I
see fit," Arbogast said.
Arbogast asked the county commission
recently for some $55,000 to carry his law
enforcement budget through the end of the fiscal
year. When the county refused, Arbogast started
laying off workers, including all seven deputies.

Soviet, U.S. mayors to meet;
cookout, talks on May agenda
SFATTLE - Six Soviet mayors will join a
larger group of U.S. counterparts here in May for
the first coordinated gathering of mayors from
the two nations, an official of Sister Cities
International said.
Thomas Gittens, executive vice president of the
group, said some high -level Soviet officials also
are expected to attend the Sister Cities conference
May 21-23.
"People want to do something to somehow
communicate with people from the Soviet
Union," he said.
The mayors will attend three days of talks on
superpower relations, on how t.o begin sister-city
relationships and on urban problems.
The group also will take a boat trip on Puget
Sound a nd hold a cookout.

;
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Opinion

letters.

Commentaries

Editorials

Higher educators? Student government not apathetic
Try this one on for size.
Del. Stephen Crabtree Bird, D-Wood, has
introduced a bill in the House of Delegates
that would give the Board of Regents authority to require faculty at state colleges and
universities "to undergo physical examinations, blood tests, urine tests, or other medical
tests to demonstrate the absence of illegal
drug use by the person so tested."
Bird, who holds a dentistry degree from
West Virginia University, says the bill is
vital to the future of higher education in West
Virginia.
His reasoning is like this: College students
are the biggest drug abusers around. Because
they are at a very impressionable age they
don't need any faculty to set bad exampies for
them. Faculty have a lot of freedom because
of their flexible work hours. "That," he says,
"makes it difficult to come down on them."
Can you believe this guy?
The real danger to the state's higher education system is the lack of money for salaries.
Faculty members are lucky to be able to
afford Coke, much less coke.
Marshall's College of Business has a hard
time recruiting faculty because WVU can
offer $9,000 more for the s-ame position.
Neighboring states can offer $13,000 more
than Marshall.
Now, that's a danger to higher education.
Bird is fiddling while West Virginia burns.
The state auditor doesn't even know where
the money will come from to pay state income
tax refunds.

Editor's note: This letter originally appeared In
The Parthenon Feb. 18, but was garbled . by a
typesetting machine.

To the editor:
This letter is in response to an article on Student
Senate which appeared in The Parthenon on Tuesday, Feb. 3.
.

In this article it was stated that problems with
committee intercommunication and organization
were creating apathy among the senators. It was also
stated that former Sens. Karen S. Doyle and William
Owings resigned because of these problems and the
apathy they had created.
First of all, as chairman of the Senate Rules Committee, which deals with senator resignations, allow
me to assure you that this is not the reason for Karen's or Bill's resignation. They left their Senate seats
because they did not feel that they had the time available to dedicate to Senate in order to do the job in the
manner which they felt appropriate. I feel that this

Conferencing, traditional
writing methods coexist
I want to correct several inaccurate statements which appeared in the article "Writing
method offers step-by-step help." in the Tuesday issue of The Parthenon. My deep concern is
that the traditional teaching of composition
was oversimplified, and was made to sound
archaic.
There are many methods of teaching composition which can be considered "traditional."
Most of them involve reading drafts of papers
before they are completed. Like conferencing,
· all of them demand a heavy commitment of
time from the instructor.
Conferencing and traditional methods coexist amicably in this department. I respect· my
colleagues for the teaching methods that they
have chosen for best m eeting the needs of their
composition classes. As a result, students can
experien ce a variety of approach es as t hey
undertake the difficult craft of writin g. This
English department's uniqu e strength is it s
divers ity.

Increasingly, legisla tors seem to be swapping a free society for a drug-free society. In
some cases the right to life of the ma ny outweighs the right to freedom from unreason able search and seizure of th e few. When the
lives of man y people rely on the skill and
clear-headedness of a few persons, s uch as
airline pilots, the case for drug testing is
compelling.
There is no such compelling reason to violate the rights of college faculty.
Bird, a pparently, has mistaken high er education for highe r education. Better check
your nitrous oxide bottles, Dr. Bird. You
know how those faculty are.

Secondly, let me assure you, the staff of The Parthenon, and the student body as a whole that there is
· no apathy in Student Senate, or in Student Government as a whole. We care, or we would not be holding
the offices we do! But let me point out that there is
apathy at Marshall University but it comes from you,
the student body, not us.
This year has been declared the Year of Higher
Education in West Virginia. If you as a student wish
to improve the quality ofthe education you are receiving, as well as those students that will follow you,
please come to a Student Senate meeting, or call the
Student Government Office. Only together, working
as one, will we ever get anything accomplished for
you, the student, and higher education.
Marc A. Hutton
senator, College of Science

Wine has courage,
mean left hook, too?
To the editor:

To the editor:

Aside from just wasting time Bird is
adding to a drug phobia that thr~atens to
usurp the protection of the Fourth Amendment, which guarantees Americans freedom
from searches of their persons without probable cause. Perhaps Bird takes flexible working hours to be probable cause.

fact along with the fact that they were on Senate i n
the first place proves that these two individuals cared
and continue to care very much what happens in
Student Government at Marshall.

Three cheers for The Parthenon and Dr. Nell C.
Bailey's reporting! It came at a time when I
thought chivalry was dead. But this is America or
is it spelled Amerika? So let's hear Adkins' side.
Just exactly what did this beast Wine do to him?
Were there really two assaults? And if so, who
assaulted who first? If Wine assaulted Adkins
first, just what was it that she did that provoked a
retaliation from Adkins? Maybe she's got a
vicious left hook? If she does, let's not throw her in
jail, but sign her up for the 1988 Olympics! I understand our boxing team has our country's best talent, but is lacking in guts, an ingredient Paula
Wine would certainly lend!
A fraternity that would back a member who
assaulted a female, for what ever reason, does not
belong in this university.
·
It' s r eported that 90 percent of rapes and
assaults ont his campus are not reported because
of fear. Let's hear it for someone who has the
backbone to face public scrutiny and personal
threats to stand up for something they believe in.
After a ll, isn ' t that h ow this country started?

Joan Tyler Mead
assistant professor of Engllsh

Whole fraternity
responsible for one

Arron Lincoln
Decatur, Ill. senior

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

To the editor:

I would like to s peak up for the quiet majority of
students on this campus t hat are in favor of the university enforcing the same rules for a group of s tuden ts, that it would for a single student.
Ma ny of the people that I have talked to feel as I do
- that the university is justified in suspending the
Sig Ep fraternity while an investigation is in process.
The central question is whether the group is
responsible for behavior of one of their members on
fraternity property. Reason would have to say yes
since the group makes the rules that govern those
who live there, have the responsibility to enforce the
rules, a nd even have the luxury to choose who lives
ther e.
Ther efore, if a fra ternity member is found guilty of
assaulting a fem ale (or a male for that m a tter) student in the fraternity house, h e s hould be prosecuted
under crimin al law a nd the fraternity should take
responsibility for a llowing t ha t type of behavior to of
on inside of their own h ouse.

''
_____,,_____
Notable quote

"I do not myself feel that any person who is
really profoundly humane can believe in
everlasting punishment."
Phllsopher Bertrand Russell in "Why I Am
Not a Christia n."

Letter policy
The Part~eno~ welcomes letters concerning the·
Marsh all Un 1vers1ty community. All letters to the edit or
must be s gned and include the address and telephone
number of the author,
'

..

,,

.. .,..

Harold Stewart
Salt Rock senior

•o,..,~,,,._~
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Graduation brings wo·rry
of paying student loans
By Marcia Radabaugh
Reporter

With the semester half over, seniors
may be beginning to feel not onJy anticipation of graduation, but the anxiety
of repaying student loans.
Most student loans require that
repayment begin within six months
after graduation, and for some students this is cause to worry.
Steve M Good, Ripley senior, said he
took out about $8,000 in loans during
his four years studying science.
Loans have been a tremendous help,
Good said. "Quite frankly, if it weren't
for the student loans I have gotten over
the years, I know I wouldn't be here.
Those loans have helped me stay in
school."
With the semester half over, seniors
may be beginning to feel not only anticipation of graduation, but the anxiety
of repaying student loans.
Most student loans require that
repayment begin within six months

after graduation, and for some students this is cause to worry.
Steve M. Good, Ripley senior, said he
took out about $8,000 in loans during
his four years studying science.
Loans have been a tremendous help,
Good said. "Quite frankly, ifit weren't
for the student loans I have gotten over
the years, I know I wouldn't be here.
Those loans have helped me stay in
school."
Good said his parents plan to help
him in some way to pay back the
money he owes. "I have it figured out
that 111 have to pay about$50 a month,
and that comes out to about $600 a
year," he said. "That's not too bad."
His debt, however, may put a damper
on his money situation as he enters the
working world, Good said.
But, he said, "That's just the way it
goes. I realize that when I get a job,
there will be a certain amount of costs
that will come from my paycheck that
I'll have to pay back, whereas other
graduates will be spending their
money in other ways."

ALE
Buy Any Two
.I tems
And Get The
Third lte·m
For Only $1.
Third Item Must Be Of Equal Or Lesser Value!

Loans-- - - - -- - - -From Page 1
income, h ow much they'll pay in interest rates."
Since 1980, financial aid to postsecondary students dropped from $22.2
billion to $20. 7 billion (in constant 1986
dollars). President Ronald Reagan's
1988 budget asks that this assistance
be trimmed another $2 billion.
If passed as is, the proposed budget
would affect the financial aid status of
about 2,000 students at Marshall.
Miller speculated only a few of the
proposals will become realities - funding adjustments in Pell Grant and
Guaranteed Student Loans, affecting
approximately 1,500 Marshall students, and a change in state Student
Incentive Grant, affecting about 100.
" When I say affected, I don't mean
these students would get no assistance," Miller said. "I just mean a
reduced amount."

In addition, Miller said the way
money is available for students is
changing.
"Money for programs has stayed
constant over the last few years, but
the cost of education has been going
up," Miller said. "The only option for
many students is a loan."
Miller said middle-income families
have been hardest hit by the nongrowth in financial aid.
"The same amount of money is available, but it is going to a small er num her
of students, the most needy."
Some groups-traditionally - minorities, women, first-generation college
students and the poor - avoid loans,
Miller said.
Many students are willing to make
whatever sacrifices necessary to
attend college, Miller said, even if it
means mortgaging their futures.

Social Work- - - - - - From Page 1
l

curriculum guidelines. The program
previously was denied a visit in
November, but Marshall officials
asked the board for reconsideration.
Accreditation has become a paramount issue in the program's survival,
not only because of the state law. The
Board of Regents in 1984 also recommended that the program be discontinued due to " a lack of productivity
and viability." President Dale F.
Nitzschke had asked that the BOR
wait until May, to see if the program
was accredited. He said this would
prove prodflctivity and viability.
Marshall administrators and Phil
Carter, director of the program, were to
meet late Tuesday afternoon to thrash
out problems as to the options open to
the program to keep it in the running
for accreditation and to decide the next
steps to be taken.
Thrashing out problems - or inability to do so - was a point of contention
among the students at the panel. Some
complained that while the administration bickered, the students were
ignored in the decision-making
process.
Irene Kinder, an area social worker
and Marshall alumnus, said, "My feelings are coming from my heart, and I
feel if this is affecting students, then

•

students should be able to tell the
Board of Regents how they feel." Student support and applause followed the
comment by Kinder, a 1982 graduate
who switched out of the social work
program while a student here.
Many other students followed thjs
same line of discussion, saying that
• student input had been hindered from
the beginning.
John D. Smith, who is a member of
the licensing board for social workers,
told students that he thinks the board
probably would allow the students to
take the licensure exam, ifthe program
was making satisfactory progress
toward accreditation. However, Smith
stressed that he was not nece11sarily
speaking for the entire board.
Carter apologized to those students
who were admitted to the program
without knowing that it was not accredited. "I feel it has been dishonest to
admit people to this program. We apologize to students iftheywerenotaware
of this (lack of accreditation)," Carter
said.
In addressing the issue of productivity and viablility mentioned by the
BOR, Carter said, " We have to redefine
what productivity a nd viability are."
He then gave his definition, using
unofficial statistics that showed the
program has 64 majors .
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Graduation to have
first woman marshal
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LUNCH SPECIAL
Buy our famous Soup, Salad & Fruit Bar at
our special 11 am-3 pm weekday price and
get your choice of our new All-American
Burgers for just 59¢ with coupon. Good 11
am-3 pm, Monday thru Friday only. One
coupon per customer per visit. EXPIRES
March 6, 1987
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Advanced

Inc.

"Do It Right The First Time"
Arrive Safely. . .See Us
Before Your Spring Break Trip
FAEE With This Ad
Alternator Battery Check

m

~~k;1:!~.~ecause Dr. Woodward is in
Riddle said the position belonged to

Discount On All Labor
With Valid MU ID

6 Mo. Or 6,000 Mile Warranty

Call For Appointment
593-9eeo
14~ 8th Ave
Owned And Operated
By Joe Melba

Woodward and would be returned to
him next year.
Johnson said it didn't bother her
that she was being considered a temporary fill in. " I still consider it a n
honor," Johnson said. " I always have
taken commencement very seriously. I
never miss it. After investing a great
deal of effort in these kids during their
four years of study at Marshall, it
makes me very sentimental."
Riddle said the main responsiblity of
the chief marsh a l is to oversee a
number of assistants who are in charge
of getting students in line the proper
way.
At least one honorary degree will be
awarded during this year's ceremony,
President Dale F . Nitzschke, said.
"More honorary documents may be
presented depending on what takes
place between now and then."
A letter of invitation has been
extended to the individual Nitzschke
wants to serve as the guest speaker for
this yeJr's event.

Ne W p e rs On n e I Cata IOg
IiSts Se m i n a rs ' p rOg ram S
- - -- -- - - - -- - - - By Teresa L. Plumley
Reporter

America's Dinner Table ..
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Plans are now being finalized for
Marshall's 150th anniversary commencement ceremonies to be held May
9 at the Huntington Civic Center.
This year's ceremony will feature a
different chief marshal, Dr. Frank S.
Riddle, chairman of the commencement committre, sa id.
Last year, Dr. David R. Woodward,
professor of history served as chief
marshal for the event. Woodward is
currently on sabbatical leave doing
research in England.
This year for the first time in the history of Marsh a ll' s commencement
ceremonies a woman will serve as chief
marshal, Riddle said. Dr. Dorothy R.
Johnson, chairman and professor of
Speec h has bee n chosen for the
position.
"I was very pleased to be asked,"
Johnson said. "However, this is a one
time only offer. The only reason I was

The personnel office has compiled a
new personnel catalog to inform
employees of upcoming semin ars and
events.
Mary Lynn Lenkiewicz, coordinator
of training an d development, said this
is the first of its kind. "We' re very
pleased and enthusiastic about the
feedback we've been receivin g."
Lenkiewicz said som e employees
hav e stopped h er in t he hallway to tell
her how pleased they are. "It is very
encouragin g that people are even taking t he time to read the catalog," Lenkiewicz said.
Employees that want to take advantage of th e seminars offered in the
catalog must get release time from
their supervisor.
Some employees may wish to att.end
semin ars but are unsure what release
time means. If a super visor grants an
employee permission to attend a workshop during regular working hours to

attend atime.
workshop,
that is
considered
release
Lenkiewicz
said
it would
be to the advantage of supervisors to
allow their workers to atten d the
seminars. "After all, the employees
will learn skills they can bring back to
their job."
"There are new and fresh ideas in
these seminars," Lenkiewicz said.
"This training will make our
employees more qualified to perform
their assigned duties."
The Literacy Training Workshop is
one Lenkiewicz is extremely excited
about. "It's an opportunity for interested people to use their spare time to
help oth ers learn to read or improve
their reading skills. The training is
available right h ere on campus. We're
hoping it will go over big."
"We are also excited about t he Gener al Educational Devel opment
seminar bein g offered presently," Lenkiewicz said. "Our administration is
offering to pay for all the books and
mat.erials the employee needs. In doing
these type of things, we hope to show
our employees we care."

Med school awarded $15,000
to study insulin substitute
By Abbey Dunlap
Special Correspondent

A $15,000 grant h as been awarded
by the Upjohn Co. to the School of
Medicine for a study wh ich could
help some diabetics gain better control over their illness.
The study will focus on diabetics
who may need some sort of medication other than insulin, said Dr.
Bruce S. Chertow, professor of medicine a nd chiefresearcher on the project . It will attempt to discover
whether those diabetics a re helped
more by medication if they h ave had
a few weeks of ins ulin treatment
fi rst to sensitize the body.
Chertow said previous studies
have shown th at intensive insulin
treatmen t makes diabetics more

sensitive to the small amount of
insulin that their bodies produce.
"We want to see whether this effect
carries over to diabetes medications
taken by mouth."
The study will involve two groups,
both of which will receive diabetes
education, dietary counseling and
the oral medicationglyburide. However, one of the two groups will
receive intensive insulin treatment
before beginning the oral medication, he said.
"If our theory proves sound, this
approach could be very valuable to
the people who h a ven't been able to
control their diabet es with ora l medication alon e," Chertow said.
Diabetic p atients between the
ages of 40 to 60 who h ave not been
treated with insulin or certain other
medication s will be used in the
study, he said.
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Hospital opponents ·voice protests
Cabell Huntington's restructuring greedy move, they say
B y Marie Bias

statf Writer
Edltor's note: This Is the first part of

a two-part series dealing with the
p roposed restructuring of Cabell
Huntlngton Hospital from a public
t o a private, non-profit facility.

The proposed restructuring of
Cabell Huntington Hospital into a
private non-profit facility conti nues to raise questions and
0 pposition.
A petition distributed by
members of The Coalition to Save
T he Hospital is one of the most
r ecent forms of opposition against
t he restructuring.
The petition , urging Cabell and
Wayne county legislators to
0 ppose action facilitating the rest ructuring, served two purposes for
t he coalition, said spokesman
Michael Kolendo.
" We wanted to gain some signat ures to indicate to us what the
p ublic sentiment is. We also
wanted to know what percentage
0 f the general public feels as we do
a bout this restructuring."
Kolendo, who recently received

safe sex

approval from the Cabell County
Commission and Huntington City
Council to join the hospital Board
of Trustees, said the coalition is
against restructuring because of
concern for indigent care, sale
value of the facility and rate controls once the hospital becomes
private.
" The people simply feel that this
is an effort on behalf of a few to
gain control of the h ospital,"
Kolendo said. "We have had at
least 90 to 100 percent support
from coalition members and the
public with these petitions. For
instance, John Gavits didn't know
where to go with his petitions so he
went to a grocery store on 29th
street and everyone he approached
signed his petitions."
William R. Lewis, a coalition
member, said he has been throughout Huntington passing out petitions and collecting signatures. He
said he has never been refused.
"We are simply getting information to the city," Lewis explained.
" I carry a soap box with me wherever I go so I can hop upon it at any
time. I am always willing to talk

about the hospital."
Kolendo said he believes the public is not hearing the whole story.
"They want to give three million
dollars in cash to the city and
county for the sale and take control
of a $90 million hospital," Kolendo
said. He claims the hospital is capa ble of giving the city and county a
more s izable amount but only
wishes to return the initial investment made by them when the hospital was formed.
Kolendo said he believes Marshall University's School Of Medicine stands nothing to gain from
the restructuring. " I think this
whole thing is a big hulabulloo
created by the mayor (Robert N elson) to connect the sale of the hospital to the American flag, a pple
pie and mom.
" Any funding Marshall needs
will com e from the Board of
Regents. It is ridiculous to say it's
the responsibility of the man on
the streets to fund Marsh all Un iversity. If that were the case, Marshall would be in trouble."
Kolendo said Marsh a ll already
has its contribution from Cabell

Huntington Hospital. " They
already have their building which
is under const ruction now ,"
Kolendo said. "Any other facilities
it n eeds will come from the BOR."
The building Kolendo referred to
will house MRI, a magnetic resonance imager, which is a vital piece
of diagnostic equipment area hospitals h ave been needing for some
time. The project is funded jointly
by Cabell Huntington and St.
Mary's Hospitals which will share
the equipment with the medical
school.
·
Kolendo said he is collecting
more petitions to present to the
state legislature but declined comment on h ow many.
"I don't want to overestimate or
underestimate the total number of
signatures we have gained but I do
want to say the number is larger
than the h ospital would like to
see."
Kolendo said the petition is not
the last effort of the coalition to
gain public support, citing a series
of paid advertisements in The
Herald-Dispatch.

rule of thumb to keep spring break fun

By Abbey Dunlap
Speci al Correspondent

Stu dents traveling to Florida for
spring break should make safe sex a
rulerather than an exception, said an
associate professor of medicine.
T. Ulf Westblom, M.D., said Florida
along with San Francisco, Los Angeles
and New York is among the "hotspots' ' for the AIDS virus.

Other than abstinence, Westblom
said having a single partner one trusts
or using a condom are the next best
options one can choose to keep from
contracting the virus. However, he
stressed a condom is not a 100 percent
guarantee.
Westblom, who has treated AIDS
patients in the Huntington area, said
not one specific set of symptoms determine whether a person has the virus
because once a person is infected the

virus can manifest itsel fin three ways.
First, a person can be a carrier but
not manifest symptoms. Second, a
patient can have an AIDS related complex and will more than likely experience swollen lymph glands, fever and
weight loss, but will not get serious
opportunistic viruses. Third, the person will contract AIDs and be subject
to serious, life-threatening infections,
pneumonia and tumors, which probably are related infections.

Westblom said a person can fall into
any one of the categories and can move
progressively to a more severe categor y. Also, he said patients n ever
return to normal once they have the
symptoms.
If a person believes he or she has
been exposed to the virus, Westblom
said a blood test should be conducted.
However, he also said it takes a while
for the body to build up anti-bodies to
the virus so it may not show up for
several days in the blood.

Gr~~• hours, loo. Klnko's Is
npc,n ,...,.ly, u~n l~le and opu
""'ek~nds.

kinko•s"

creata,pieS.CNlllt people.

331 Hal Grffl' Blvd.
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529-6110

~

Wed.-Tha-Fri., March 3-4-5
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Precision Haircut & Style - Only $7.50

•

Terrific campus cuts at super savings with
student 1.0. Free gifts & refreshments .

ReGIS HAIRSTYLISTS

Buy or Sell
Textbooks Anytime

Sllldoners~cMorgans
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Buying papers not worth it, say students

-

Compromising integrity, risk of getting caught drawbacks
By Cheryl Persinger
Staff Writer

"Tired of typing? Is your research wretched? When
term paper trauma sets in, call us! 15,483 papers to
choose from. All subjects from anthropology to zoology. Call Researchers to the Rescue now! 555-3579."
It's the end of the semester. Three in the morning.
You've already gone through two pots of coffee and a
box and a half of cookies. Your eyes are bloodshot.
You've been staring at that sheet of paper for so long
you've memorized the number of lines.
When academic deadlines have you pressed to your
limit, an ad like the one above could have you dialing
in desperation. But, beware! Before you send out an
S.O.S. to "Researchers to the Rescue," consider what
happened to one student at Marshall who did just
that.
"I went to an organization that advl!rtised in mag~
azines sold at newsstands and on bulletin boards
around campus," she said. "Because I had a paper
due on one of Shakespeare's plays, which is a pretty
universal topic, I figured they could whip out a great
essay. At $10 dollars a page, it was worth its weight
in gold for the amount of aggravation it would save
me.
"Worth it until I showed it to a friend of mine who
researched the same paper last semester. She found
parts of her paper in mine. She got her sources from
the library."
Although this student's paper went unnoticed by
her professor, her story points out that buying term
papers is risky business. The biggest risk, of course,
is getting caught at what clearly is cheating, and
being accused of plagiarism.
For insta nce, let's say the one paper y ou ch oose out
of the 15 written on Sha kespeare was submitted to
your professor by another student a semester or two
before. Your professor might spot this repeat or even
discover your paper contains a few lines of famous
criticism copied verbatim.
" You know the quality of a student's mind and
ability, especially in 101 or 102 English class," Dr.
Robert S. Gerke, acting director of the Department of
English, said. The possibility of the term paper style
and the style you use the rest of the time clashing is
another risk of a purchased paper. When you suddenly start sounding like Hemingway, your professor will notice. And you might find that you can do a

When you suddenly start sounding like Hemingway, your professor will notice.
better job yourself.
"Often the papers aren't that good," one student
pointed out. "The companies that write these papers
don't know the focus of the course or the teacher's
expect a tions. I paid $120 for a 10-pager and only got a
C."
Ah, yes, the issue of cost. Any paper longer than a
few pages is a costly investment for a questionable
return. Most of the students who h a ve tried purchasing term papers put thecostat$10to$12 a page. They
said it may be better to do the research themselves
and spend the money on life's luxuries.
The biggest hazard is getting caught. If you do get
caught, the price is more than a slap on the hand.
Dr. Joseph M. Stone, chairperson of the Student
Conduct and Welfare Committee, said cheating is a
violation of the committee's code of conduct.
What will happen if you're caught plagiarizing?

HAIR WIZARDS

The instructor makes the initial decision, according
to Stone.
"For academic dishonesty, there are a number of
ways this could be handled. The professor can handle
it himself. The action would be instructor imposed.
Or the professor could consider the dishonesty a violation and file an official complaint with the commit.tee," Stone .$aid.
Most commonly the instructor handles it himself,
Stone said, because before filing a complaint with the
committee he has the burden ofshowing some logical
reason why he thinks the dishonesty is plagiarism.
Proving someone plagiarized is difficult, Stone
said. "A lot of the times it is just instinct," he said.
According to the Marshall Green book, a personnel
and staff handbook of rules and regulations, a student can be suspended for a semester or more,
expelled from the university altogether, and have
academic dishonesty placed on his transcripts or be
refused a degree from that particular department.
One student said cheating is not necessarily the
easy way out.
"While writing a paper on imagery and style of
Shakespearean tragedy might take a lot of effort on
your part, the alternative of buying a paper or cheating in other ways can take a lot more out of you," a
student said.
Getting caught will not only contribute to the
decline of the grade point average you worked so
hard for, but will cause a lot of embarrassment, the
student said.
"It may also bias the teacher against the rest of the
work you do in that class," he said.
When I called the owner of " Researchers to the
Rescue" , he declined to comment on the ethics of his
business.
·
" Send three dollars for our catalog if you want any
information," he said.
The students who resorted to purchasing term papers said the real risk is living with knowing you
compromised your integrity by taking credit for
someone else's work.
So maybe Sharon Spencer, Barboursville senior
has an alternative to desperate tactics.
"The risks are real. So, even ifit takes two typewriter ribbons, three pots of coffee and forsaking your
cherished sleep, do what I have done for four years of
college. Work until you rip your hair out and write
your own paper."
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MDA Superdance
Kap pa Alpha to sponsor weekday activities; help needed to decorate
By Anita Kniceley
Reporter

Registration for the March 27-28
Muscular Dystrophy Super Dance, will
continue today from 9 a .m. to 5 p.m.
until March 26 in the Memorial Student Center lobby.
Since the Feb. 17 registration
started, 29 people have signed up, said
Jim Wright, Paden City sophomore
and dance chairman.
Wright said most people wait until
Ute last few days before registering for
the dance and that he was pleased with
the number who had registered so far.
Registration is free, but participants
in the dance must turn in $20 in donations to be eligible for prizes. However,

a student can make a donation at the
door if they just want to dance, Wright
said. Money raised will go to the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The group Actcents will be opening
the dance, followed by the Conspirators. Radio station WKEE will provide
disc jockeys the latter part of the dance,
Wright said.
During 10 minute breaks scattered
throughout the dance, special events
are planned by the Kappa Alpha fraternity. Some of activities are a Tae
Kwon Do karate demonstration, a
blind-fold pudding eating contest and
a limbo contest, said Jim Musser,
Catlettsburg senior and special events
coordinator.
Kappa Alpha also is planning week-

day activities. A ping-pong tournament is scheduled from noon to 6 p.m.
March 22 at the Huntington Mall. A
donation can be given to watch the fraternity mem hers play or persons can
challenge a member, Musser said.
A best legs contest is planned for
March 24-26. Sororities and fraternities will submit anonymous black-andwhite photographs of legs pasted on a
collection jar. Students will vote two
days and on March 26 the jar with the
most money wins, Musser said.
Musser said there will be at least one
pair of male legs.
Last year the Super Dance only
raised roughly $1,700. However, in previous years as much as $4,000 was
raised, Musser said.

Wright said no goals have been set
for this year. "The dance is a Jot offun
and any money raised will help."
One thing that has changed since
last year is the number of students
helping plan for the dance. More students will be needed to help decorate,
Wright said. Anyone interested in decorating can meet at 6 p.m., March 26 in
the Don Morris Room.
A committee still is working on
prizes, Wright said. However, a home
computer has already been donated by
the MDA office in Charleston. The
prize committee is working on getting
weekend reservations at the Radisson,
Holiday Inn, or the Marriott. Gift certificates are being donated by local restaurants and businesses, Wright said.

_..._

HERF awards proposals Et Cetera ready in April;

two issues planned for '87

The Higher Education Resource
Funds Committee has given various
campus organizations $6,279 for the
period ending Feb. 23.
"There were 14 proposals ranging
from paying for rental vehicles to
traveling to New Orleans," according to Ken Blue, associate dean of
student affairs.
"These proposals asked for anywhere from $50 to $2300. The maximum amount of money we can give
is $1,000. February is usually the
heaviest month because ofconferences. Every organization wants to go
to a conference."
"Most proposals were for trips,"
Blue said. All of the organizations
that made proposals received funds.
The Han dicapped Students Concerns Committee asked for continuous s u p p ort for p u rch asing a
standard wheelch air. "Now if a student's wheelchair needs repaired, he
will h ave a wh eelchair to use temporarily while his own is being
repaired," Blue said.
The Higher Education Resource
Funds committee still has $4721 left
for the _rest of the year. Two more

*

r

•
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The Parthenon!

sessions of proposals remain. The
next deadline for proposals is March
23.
These proposals will be evaluated
by the Higher Education Resource
Funds committee on March 26. The
last deadline for the year will be
April 27. Th e proposals in by that
date will be considered on April 30.
Organizations t hat made proposals consisted of Alpha Phi Sigma,
Marsh all University Bloodmobile
Committee, Women's Center, Biological Sciences, Specialized Allied
Studen ts, Political Science, Marshall Un iversity Marketing Association, Pla n t Morp hology, Sigma
Gamma Rho, Home Economics,
Gamma Beta Phi, Reh abilitation ,
Black United St u dents, Mike
McCann Panhellenic Council, and
the IFC/ Panhellenic.
Organizations t hat can apply for
funds from t he Higher Education
Resource Funds committee are recognized student organizations, academic departm ents , sta n ding
faculty committees, and u niversity
administrators.

.
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category by a qualified faculty
member.
Although there will be no awards
given in the fall because of a lack of
money, it will be a complete issue otherwise, Wellman said.
There were no awards given for art or
photography because there were no
en tries for art and only one photography entry, he said. However, these
categories will be open for the fall
issue.
The reason for the second issue is an
excess of money in the magazine's
budget due to a year when there was no
magazine published, he said. The
money for it comes from the Higher
Ed u cation Research Fund, he
continued.
The purpose of Et Cetera is " to allow
the really good student writers to
express themselves," Wellman said.
It also lets the public see that there
are good student writers; a lot of people
only see what the professionals write
and overlook the student writers, Wellman said.
"The stuff in Et Cetera beats most of
t he professional stuff to pieces."

,i)
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1st - ssoo.oo
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Two Weekly Winners That
Will Come Back For Finals

MANNEQUIN

Dally 5:20-7:20-9:20 (PG)
SAT. SUN. MAT. 1:20-3 20

Donate Blood.

The winners of Et Cetera's writing
awards have been selected but it is not
too late to submit entries. Why?
Because this year there will be two
issues of the liter ary magazin e, according to Timothy M. Wellman, Huntington sophomore a nd co-editor.
Et Cetera will publish a spring issue
wh ich will come out in April and
another issue for this fall. Students
may su bmit t heir entries for t he fall
issue up to Apr il 1, he said.
Winners of t he spring issue in poetry
are: first place, Terri Thomas, Huntin gton senior, for "First Confession";
and second place, Michael A. Friel of
Marlinton who graduated in December
for "The Caul." Winners in fiction writing are: first place, Paul Martin for
"Snake Burial"; and second place,
Pamela S. Hill for "Periphally Yours."
Honorable mention goes to Mary E.
Sansom, Wayne senior, and Van M.
Flesher, H untington junior.
The winners are selected in each

LETHAL WEAPON

Dally 5:00-7:00-9:00 (PG)

MISCELLANEOUS

Reporter

I

Daily 5:10-7:10-9:10 (R)

PHYSICS 201 Tutor needed. Call
525-5835.

By Thomas A. Taylor

OPEN FOR ALL AGES
FINALS MARCH 15
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Calendar
Pi Sigma Alpha will sponsor a Lunch n '
Politics seminar entitled "Where to West
Germany?" with speaker Dr. Christopher Dolmetsch, 12:30 p.m. Thursday,
Smith Hall Lounge, 8th Floor. Additional information may be obtained by
calling 696-6636.
Sigma Tau Delta will be a ccepting

applications for membership on Thursday, Corbly Hall 344. Additional information may be obtained by calling
529-0116.
MAPS- UCAM will meet 4 p.m. Thursday, Smith Hall 336. Additional information may be obtained by calling

696-6799.
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Friday deadline for yearbook pages
Editor Stephanie A. Parker, Fairmont
sophomore. She is concerned that the
book may not be completed for spring
distribution.

By Michelle Parker
Reporter
Friday is a magic day for most students, but it is the ultimate deadline
day for yearbook staffers.

If that appears to be the case, a table
will be set up in April in the Memorial
Student Cen ter for seniors to give their
The day the university shuts down mailing addresses so the book may be
for Spring Break is also the last day for shipped to their homes. UnderclassChief Justice staff members to tum in men would pick up t h~ yearbooks upon
pages. The book will be available to the returning to the university in August.
student body later this spring - if
So far, a bout 100 pages h ave been
deadlines_are met.
mailed to the publishing compa ny out
Finding staff members to create the ·of a planned 240. Thirty-two of those
book has been a problem, accordin g to will be in color, sh e said.

Parker said, "All copy and layouts
are done. Right now we're waiting on
pictures, but I'm being patient because
I realize ph otography takes a long
time. We're simply doing all we possibly can to get the book out on time and
also make it a success."
Observing Marsh all's sesquicentennial, this year's CJ theme is "The
Impact Never Fades." Parli:er said ,
"The theme refers to how each year at
MU changes, but once Marshall University touches your life, the impact
stays with you forever." The book will
feature a special 16-page section highlightin g Marshall's history.

.,r

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound*to
the beach, the mountains, or your hometown.
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends
will have a great time wherever you go.
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Anywhere Greyhound goes.

El~~~
Greyhound • 13th & 4th Avenue • 529-3081
Must present a wlid college student 1.0. card upon purchase. No o<her discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good for travel on Greyhound Lines,
Inc., and other participating carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective 2/Wl through 4/30/87. Offer limited. Not valid in C.anada. C 1987 Greyhound Llnes, Inc.
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Professor: ROTC
great way of life,
good start for job

Student teachers in search of jobs
at Marshall recruitment consortium
By Pat Sanders
Reporter
Approximately 400 students ,
in cluding 200 from Marshall,
attended Marshall's Teachers
Recruitment Consortium Wednesday in the Memorial Student Center,
according to Linda Olesen, assistr
ant director of career planning and
placement.
The consortium, held in conjunction with Ohio University and Rio
Grande College, was to provide education majors the opportunity to
interview for teaching positions
from across the nation. "There are

15 states represented here," Olesen
said, " and they represent about 100
school systems."
Students who want be interviewed for teaching positions applied in early February. Oleson said a
computer scheduled e-ach student's
interview according to the students
job preference. On Wednesday
morning, students received their
schedules and added any additional
interviews which they desired.
" We had a lotofstudents dropout
at the last minute," Olesen said, "so
the students could get just about any
interview they needed."
After the interview process,

By Gina Jeffers

Olesen said the students will receive
job bulletins, but it will b e the
responsibitity of the students to continue the search process. "The selection process is a an ongoing thing,"
Olesen said.
Because of a need for teachers in
specialized fields and a willingness
for students to relocate, some students will not have to worry in continuing the search process. "Some of
our students have been offered contracts for jobs today," Olesen said.
Olesen said 20-25 percent of the
students will .receive jobs because of
Wednesday's interviews. Another
25 percent be aided as a result of the
experience.

Reporter

strepxe gniksam kcab lloR'n'kcoR
viewed by major magazines and newspapers as far away as Australia
Recently, NBC feature correspondent Mike P. Leonard came to Marshall
to interview them for a feature which is
to appear on either the "Today" show
or the off-beat news program, "After
Hours.. "

By Thomas A. Taylor
Reporter

Two WMUL-FM disc jockeys, cofounders of Psalms 150 Ministries,
have become the center of international attention because of their expertise on backward masking.
Jim Brown, technical director of the
ministries and Greg S. Hudson, pro- Backward masking is an audible
gr am director, after five years of
research claim to have the best and message found in the contents of a
most current information on backward song that can only be recognized
masking.
"Backward masking is an audible when played in a reverse manner.
message found in the contents of a
Jim Brown
song that can only be consciously recognized when played in a reverse
manner," Brown said.
According to Brown there are two
They came to international attention
when they discovered backward mes- kinds of backward maskingsages in the theme song to the " Mr. Ed" deliberate and spiritual. Deli berate
television show. Since thier discovery forms of backward masking are done,
they have been on talkshows and inter- sometimes as a gimmick, he said. This

is done by recording a message for-•
ward, reversing it, then re-recording it.
Brown said some musicians have
experimented enough they have found
words when said in a particular
manner will produce audible messages
when played forward or backwards.
According to Brown spiritual back
masking is the result of spiritual influence with musicians not being aware a
messages is there.
Brown and Hudson have found
Christian messages on gospel music
and satanic messages on secular
music, either deliberate or spiritual
origin. Brown said no messages have
been found as neutral, such as, "It's
time to buy your grandmother roses.".
Just because some artists may be
under demonic or satanic influence
does not mean they are satanists,
Brown said. The two ministers said
they don't dwell on backward masking
in thier music seminars and only
include it because of people's curiosity.
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CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.

Sirloin
Tips$ !l

Get Ready For Spring Break At

::APPY HAIR BOUTIOU::

Delicious charbroiled, sirloin
tips STT11Jtheredin onions and,nushrooms. Served
with bakedpotato andsalad buffetwith oot vegetables,
two hot soups andfruit.
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Indecision and a desire to earn
money to payoff student Joans led one
assistant professor of military science
to his 11-and-one-half-year involvement in the Reserve Officers Training
Corps.
And it was a decision that eventually
brought Maj. Russell D. Watkins, 1975
graduate, back to Marshall to earn his
masters' degree December 1982 and to
join the faculty in 1984.
Watkins received a promotion from
captain to major upon his return from
company commmand duty in Germany. He attributes his promotion to
his hard work and dedication to the
ROTC program.
The Ravenswood native became
interested and joined ROTC during his
second semester of his sophomore year.
Following inductjon.into the program,
Watkins attended the required fourweek basic training program at Fort
Knox, Ky. and six week advanced
training at Fort Bragg, N .C.
Watkins said his years as a student
in ROTC helped him decide on a career
in education.
During his senior year at Marshall,
he began work as a student at Barboursville High School.
Watkins received his commission to
first lieutenant upon graduation. After
returning from a three-year tour in Germany, Watkins' decided to return to
studying education; earning his masters' degree consequently brought him
back to Marshall.
"Both my wife and I like Huntington
really well," Watkins said. "We decided
to return to Huntington because we
ooth wanted to spend more time with
our parents and also so our children
would have the opportuntity to grow up
around their grandparents."
Watkins credits ROTC for his current success in his career.
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Baseball opener Saturday,
team to travel during bre~k
By T .R. Massey
Reporter

Warm, sunny beaches and wild times
are not among th e plans for Marshall
baseball players t his spring break.
The team will begin a week-long road
trip after Saturday's 1 p.m. season
opener at home against Fairmon t
State. The trip includes a three-game
set with Clemson University, a team
ranked 13th in the nation.
Ma rsh all Coach J ack Cook said h e is
looking forward to havin g his players
face game-situation pitching and h as
ha d his players in t he ba tt ing cages
this week in prepa ration .
" I want to get the guys some batting
time early then get the pitc hers in there
in the latter part of the week t o throw
some hard stuff," Cook s aid. " We h ave
not h ad a lot of practice time a nd we
need to face some fast pitches to get our
timing back."
Cook said senior Eddie Ha rris is the
probable starting picher in Saturday's
opener against the Falcons, but h e said
he doubted that h e would have any of
his pitchers going more than two or
three innings at a time.
"We've got so many ga mes a t the
start of the season tha t I just want my
pitchers to get used to throwing," Cook
said. Other pitchers under consideration for the first game, he said, are
Michael Johnson , John Chafin and
Sam Nelson.
The three-game series with Clemson, which will be played Monday,

Tuesday and Wednesday, is th e first
stop on the road for Marshall.
" Playing Clemson right off the bat
this year will be great experience for
the team," Cook said. "We probably
won't face another team this good all
year. It will definitely prepare us for
conference games."
From th ere the team h eads to Columbus College in Columbus, Ga ., for two
games, a nd then to Appalachian State
University t o finish out the week.
"A big road trip to begin the season
may n ot be great for the record, but
getting this much playing time early
will help out later in t he year," Cook
said.
Ma rshall has sever a l returning players this year th at Cook said must perform well for the tea m to do well.
Harris, a fourth year starter, is the
workhorse of the pitching staff, according to his coach . " You can always
count on Harris to get the pitches in
there when it counts," Cook said .
Jason Nixon, Cook's early pick as
sta rting catcher, a lso is expect ed to perform well. The team has good depth at
that position, Cook said, withfive players in the running._
Cook said he is optimistic a bout the
freshman recruits. Six of the eight
freshmen on the team are from the
Huntington area. Cook said a large
number of good baseball players from
the area surfaced in the past year.
Hallie "Tuffy" Gould, David and
John Piepen brink and David Elmore
are among some of the new talent h e
said he has high hopes for.

Two Mo Points
Maurice Bryson sinks a shot from the lane during Southern Conference tournament action In Asheville, N.C. Bryson scored 15 points
against Appalachian State In the first round.

Swim team hopes sour season ends on sweet note
Marsh a ll's swimming team, which
has won only one meet this year, is
ending its frustrating season with competition this week in the Eastern Intercollegiate Swimming and Diving
Championships at Cleveland State
University.
Coac h Ro bert Saunders said he
hopes one or more of his swimmers will
do well enough in the competition to
qualify for the NCAA Division I Swimming and Diving Championships at
the University of Texas.

The 1987 season has been a tough
one for th e Marsh all swim team. The
Herd began with a losing effort in a
meet with tlie Un iversity of Kentucky
at Lexington, Ky.
Saunders said Kentucky has a larger
swimming program than Marshall,
and consequently a better recruiting
record . He said the competition with
Kentuc.k y made his team better pr epared its next meet, the Kenyon College Invitational in Gambier, Ohio.
A field of 15 teams competed at
Kenyon College on Jan. 23 and 24, and

Marsh all placed seven th. Ken yon won
the in vitation al, followed by Denison
and Kent State. Saunders said h e was
pleased with the team's performance
and said he looked forward to a tough
match against another team with
s u pe r ior talent, West Virginia
University.
The Mou ntaineers came wellprepared for the meet with the Herd,
and beat Marshall 64-45 in the Henderson Center. ·
Diver Tom Stanley won the onemeter event that day, and John Kid-

well won the 100-meter freestyle. " I
was happy with the team's determination," Saunders said. "They never quit
digging."
The Herd's only victory this season
was against Ashland College. Saunders said he knew the competition would
not be as tough and had his sights set
on school records.
John Marshall, Dan F uller, Tom
Doyle, Collin Lo and John Kidwell
were first pl ace winners for Marshall
as they ou tswam Ashland, 60-30.

Back-up center important part· of Lady Herd team
By John G llllsple
Sports Writer

I

She' s been called a scoring machine
and a powerful rebou n der by h er
coaches, but thinks of herself just as a
back-up for starting cen ter Ch ris
McClurkin.
No matter what she's called, Jenny
uavitt, Parkersburg sophomore, is an
important part of th e Lady Herd basketball team.
At Tennessee-Chattan ooga Jan. 24,
uavitt led Marsh all's scorers with 19
points while only playin g 25 minutes
in the game.
Coach J udy Southard depended on
uavitt and McClurkin to block out
Valorie Whiteside, Appalachian
State's version of a scoring m a chine.

"We're pretty even," she said. "He's
uavitt admitted that before she went
into the game against Whiteside, she pretty quick, but I've got the power. I've
was a little appreh ensive. However, got the muscle."
When Jenny's not on the court, she
on ce in t he game s he lost th at a pprehen sion and t houg ht of Whiteside as enjoys to read works by classic a uth ors
she would any other player.
l i k e T o l s t oy, H e mi ngway a nd
Jenn y has m ade t h e a djustment Faulkner. She also trys to keep up with
frQll\ b~ing a star in high school spor ts the t elevision soap opera Days of Our
to playing mostly a supporting role in Lives.
college ath letics. "You can be h ard on
Leavitt, like her teammates1 is conyourself and tell yourself you could be centrating on the Southern Conference
doing better," she said. " I think I've Tournament and her team's ch ance of
adjusted really well a nd made th e · making it to post season play. "We've
got a real good shot," sh e said. "Our
change."
Leavitt said both her parents encour- defen se is wh at has carried us so far.
aged her to participate in basketba ll, You can 't beat a good offense and a
but that her father was a little more good defense."
The t hought of post season play is
enthusiastic. At h ome, Jenny sometimes has time for a little one-on-one also h ard to keep out of mind, uavitt
with her brother, wh o is a junior var- said. " It adds to the motivation and
sity player for Parkersburg South High intensity (of playing in the tournament). It doesn 't hurt."
School.
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Spring Break '87
•

Bargains, open-can law, police found 1n Florida.
Spring Break '87: The sun beats
down, bleaching hair a shade lighter
and dyeing skin a tone darker. The
scent of sand, salt and suntan oil tantilize the olfactory, and rows of glistening bodies lie on multicolored towels,
worshipping the sun. Not in your getaway visions, you say? Well then,
ponder this scenario:
The glare of blue-white snow restricts skiers' vision as they haphazardly zip down winter trails. Men and

·

Support

<\) ~JS09 ill~!!'~

women clad in skin-tight snow suits or
thick, padded layers of wool and cotton
walk, talk and skip between the lodge's
juice bar and fireplace. Tall tales of
wipeouts on the slopes fill the air and
both sexes croon over "poor darlings"
wearing casts.
Does this year's break hold surfing
or skiing? Or neither?
Students electing to leave the area
may want to take a budget trip, and
there are plenty from which to choose.
A visit to the Bahamas for $369 or Ft.
Lauderdale from $109? Transportation
and room included! How can these tour
companies afford to offer s uch seemingly tremendous deals?
Michele Garon, sales manager of
Spring Break Tours said many companies buy thousands of spaces from
group organizers.
" It's exactly like buying in bulk from
a grocery store," Garon explained.
" The more you buy, the cheaper it gets.
We have to get a certain number of people booked to get the bargain and we
run into trouble if we don't."
Those journeying to Florida for sun
and fun may do good to heed the warning of local law enforcement officials.
Ott Ceskin, media relations spokesperson for the Ft. Lauderdale Police
Department warned students making
his town their destination against having what he called troublesome fun.
" We have a n open container law no liquor in an open container is
a llowed in cars or on the beach," Ceskin said in his seemingly practiced
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policeman's monotone. "Our department will also look for rowdiness and
those who use the outdoors as a toilet.
" A lot of guys around here h ave quite
a bit to drink and decide to urinate on
the beach and in t he yards of beach
front houses. Several residents also
have claimed that they get people coming up onto their porches and vomiting
on their doorsteps. A couple of·years
ago, locals complained they were being
held prisoners in their own homes. It
hasn't been that way since.
" The kids are more than welcome to
our sun and sand, but if they want to
come and drink and be r owdy, they'll
spend part of their vacation in jail."
City officials have made changes in
an attempt to keep such disruptive
events from occurring. Now there are
more bathroom facilities in the area, a
pedestrian walkway and traffic separation to eliminate cruising, which in
the past m eant traffic snarls and
heated tempers.
Despite the approximately 2,000
common arrests such as drunk and disorderly and driving while intoxicated
that were made in March and April of
last year(one hundred times more than
in the rest of the year), Ceskin commends most students on their decorum.
"I don't what anyone to get the
wrong idea. On the whole, the collegiates are extremely nice and fun to
have around."
But as much money as the warmclimate cravers who travel to Ft. Lauderdale during spring break spend
Ceskin estimated that the city actually

spends more for prepartion and cleanup than it gets in return revenue.
Snowshoe Ski Resort in Snowshoe,
W.Va., has a different problem, according to Sue McGill, spokesperson for the
winter getaway.
" We would love to have more students up h ere for spring break; unfortunately, th ough , it just doesn't work out
t hat way. The kids are far more interested in the s un after a long winter,"
McGill ~aid with a sigh.
"To tell the truth, only about five percent of our business comes from West
Virginia," she said. "Most of our guests
are from the south Virginia and North
Car olina especially. Quite a few people
come from Ohio a nd Pennsylvania as
well.
"I guess we get more out-of-staters
than residents because people don ' t
appreciate what's close. They just
don't understand that we've got the
best there is."
McGill promises there will be snow
on the slopes of Snowshoe until the end
of April.
" The only reason we close down the
is because of the lack of people, not the
want of good snow."
But what do students who stay in
this area have to look forward to during break? Well...there is going to be
plenty of time to catch up on muchneeded sleep. Zzzzzzzzz...

by cami Enoch

Campus Discount Nites
Wed.-Thu.-Fri., March 3-4-5
Noon to 9 p.m.

Precision Stylecut-Only $7.50
Terrific campus stylecu ts at super savings with
student 1.0. Free gifts & refreshments.
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For 18-30'•

14 Parli Ave. Flemington, N. J. 08822
(201) 711-3070

SWEEPSIAKES ENTRY FORM
Name,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
School
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Home _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address
(Home)

Phone(

(School)

)_ _ _ _ _ _ (

)_ _ _ _ _ _

Age,_ _ _ _ _ Male D Female D

Please complete the following to qualify.
I'd like to go to : Europe D South Pacific D
(Optional)
Year and make of car

SWEEPSTAK

Annual Income

Mail To: College Coupons
P.O. Box 2210, Flemington, N.J. 08822

GRAND PRIZE - Contiki's South Pacific Tour for Two to

All entries must be received by June 30, 1987 / See below for details.

Australia and The Barrier Reef for 18 Days!
Includes: Air Fare, Hotel and $500.00 Spending Money.

# a,r nEw zEatana.
Two Su er First Prizes-Contiki's " European Profile", for Two for 14 Days!

To England, France, Monaco, Italy, Vatican City,
Switzerland, Austria, West Germany.
Includes: Air Fare, Hotel and $500.00 Spending Money.
C

SAVE $100.00
Present this coupon to your travel
agent and receive a Rebate for
$100.00 on Contiki's " European
Discovery" if booked and paid in full
by June 30, 1987.

College Coupons, February 1987 Issue
(Good only on all inclusive packages, some restriction may apply)

''EUROPEAN DISCOVERY''
1447.*
18 Days - 8 Countries
England, France, Switzerland, Austria, Italy,
Vatican City, West Germany, Holland.
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Includes: Round trip air fare on Pan Am to London,
breakfast and dinner daily, hotel accommodations in Europe
including Hotel Capri On Lido in Venice, three free nights in
London, Pan Am Worldpass with 3,000 Bonus miles.
Included Highlights: • Nightlights' tour, Paris
• Waterbus trip to St. Mark's Square, Venice
• St. Peter's Basilica, Rome
• Evening in typical Bavarian Beer Hall • Plus much much more!

From as low as
$80.39* per day per person.
Departures all year round from: Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Chicago, Detroit, Miami, D.C., New York
CONTIKI SWEEPSTAKES OfflCIAl RULES

1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. To enter, fill in enlry form on the Sweepstakes
coopon as abo'Je prinl your name, age, college address, home address, cily,
s1a1e and lip codes. No mechanically reproduced enlries. Mail your en1ry 10:
College Coupons. P.0 Box 2210, Flemington, N.J. 08822
2. Only one entry per pe,son, Al entries mus1 be r1!C81Ved by June 30. 198710
be eigible. Not responsible fo,- lale, losl 0< misdirected mail. 0< printing
errors.

3. Winner will be selected in a random drawing on o,- aboot, July 31 , 1987 and
the chances of winning will be determined by lhe number of entries received.
Sy entering the sweepslakes, each en1ran1 accepts and agrees to be boond by
these rules, Winners will be notified by mail and may be required to sign an
Allidavil of Eigibilily and Release which must be relurned wl1hin 14 days of
receipt
4 Pr,ze trip recipient must be 18 years or older or be accompanied by a parent
or guardian.

PRIZES MUST BE TAKEN BY MARCH 31, 1988.

*New York Departures are as low as $1447.
5. Sweeptstake open to residents ol lhe Uniled Slates except employees and
their families of Cofleoe Coupons, Contiki Holiday's. Pan Am, Air New
Zealand, their adverllsing agencies and production agencies.
6, The decision of the judges is final. Each person on the prize trip is respons;.
ble for his or her own actions and injury. Departure subject to availabiity. On a
space available basis. Certain black out periods do apply.
7. Fo, the name of prize winner, send a stamped self-addressed envelope 10:
COLLEGE COUPONS Box 2210. Flemington, N.J. 08822.
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We make all our products the best they can be so you can be your best everyday!
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MANUFACTURERS COUPON/EXPIRES 12/31/87

J

SAVE25c

on any 2-liter, 3-llter or multi-pak
of Dr Peppe , Diet Dr Pepper,
Pepper Free, or Diet Pepper Free•
Mr. Retailer: Dr Pepper will reunburse you the face value of this

CX>lJPOn plus 8¢ handlmg if you and the consumer have met the
offer's terms Vold if prolub,ted. taxed. restncted. 1ransfered.
assigned. or coupon is reproduced gang cut or mmt conclmon
Consumer pays deposit and taxes Cash value ll2At
ONE COUPON PER CONSUMER
PURCHASE. REDEEM BY MAILING TO:
Dr Pepper, P.O BOX 73022.6, EL PASO,
TEXAS 79973

54900 165850
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Check or Money Order payable to R.J. Neely & Assoc. or charge my D VISA D Mastercard
Diners
American Express
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ Account# _ _ _ _ _ _ Explr. Date _ __
City _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please indicate box #of which poster you want.~ Tel. #(

Mail To: R.J. Neely & Assoc.
P.O. Box 2458, Flemington, NJ 0882?

(Valid only with proper signature)

# OJ [2] [JI

~

[ID [ID [II [ID

Total# ordered _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BIG As Lile Poster ,

Please add shipping and handling: $2.75 for one - $3.95 for three.
Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ Plus shipping$ _ _ _ _ _ _ Total$

Immediate Delivery

Actual Size of Posters 74":x26"
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2. Lamborghini
4. Worldly Beers

5 .Baryshnikov

6 . Champagne

only 999
each
At prices that will not drive you up the wall !

7 . James Dean

8 . Liquor Cabine

- ~ - - -JUNIORS, SENIORS & GRADS
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WITH CITIBANK'SSPECIAL COLLEGE PROGRAM
ACitibank MasterCard®or Visa card is a great
way to get some extra credit.
And fulfilling the prerequisites is a snap. 'lb
apply.just complete and mail the attached application along with a photocopy of your validated
College I.D. Here's what your card can do
for you ...
On campus,
you can use your
card for books, supplies, and clothing.
Even to register for a
class. And every time
you do, you'll earn
valuable CitiDollar$\tD
for guaranteed savings on brand-name
merchandise.
On the go, you
can get cash advances up to $300 at over 9,400 cash
machine locations nationwide or at over 110,000 participating financial institutions worldwide. And you

can repay cash advances or purchases in full or in
convenient monthly payments.
On the road,
your Citibank card
is accepted at over
5 million establishments in 96 countries. And arranging
airline tickets and
car rentals with
your card is a
breeze.
And while you're
building credits
toward graduation,
you '11 be building a good credit history that
will help you long after you graduatewhen you 're financing major purchases
like a car, house or boat.
Apply today for a Citibank MasterCard or Visa
card. Remember, you only qualify for this special college
program while you're a student!

SEND US APHOTOCOPY OF YOUR COLLEGE I.D. WITH THIS APPLICATION,
AND A CITIBANK CARD COULD BE YOURS!
SELECT ONE: 0 CITIBANK MASTERCARD O CITIBANK VISA

Please print clearly mink.

PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF

PLEASE SIGN THIS AUTHORIZATION

Pnnt lull name

Middle lnillal

as you wish 1t to
appear on card
Social Security Number

By s,fl:'Ing below I authonze Citibank (South Dakota). N A to check m~

Last

I I I

Age

DateolBirth

I I 1·1 I

I I I l·I I l·I I I I
Permanent

1-1

I I

Address
City. Town
orPostOfllce
Permanent
Phone

State

(

and Area Code

)1

I

Name of Close Relat,ve
or Guardian

Branch

Your Address at School
(If different from
permanent address)

1-1

)I

:~~t~Code
O Soph
[]Other

• Fresh
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-----'-------------•
Name of Employer (Present.

VERIFICATION INFORMATION

Future or PreVK>us/Summer)

I.

)I

Checking Account Number

1-1

I I I

Bank Name

I

(Joint or lnd1v1duaf)
Savings Account Number

(Jomt or Individual)
Name of Lender (Loan or Credit Card)

D Student ID with current enrollment sl icker OR
Paid tu1t1on btll lor current semester·· OR

•

0 Recent paystub" OR
0 Your most current bank statement showing your savings o f
al leasl $1500, the name ol the linanc,al institution and your
account number.· •
Account Number(s)
"'Name and date must appear on documentatlOfl.

separate mamtenance paymen1s paid lo you 1f you are not relying on
them to estabhsh crecht worthiness

Please include a copy of ONE of the following:

Bank Name

'You need not mclude spouses income, alimony. ch1k1 supporl or

DCF 9999-12

D Full-Time Student
D Part-Time Student

• Permanent
• School

DETACH, SIGN & MAIL TO:
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA), N.A.
P.O. BOX 6038
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57117-6038
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Source(s) [) Allowance/Savings
l1 Salary/Stipend
Address to Which You Want Your Card
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_m_e_r_Jo_b___ and Billing Statement Malled

$

eel my account within 30 days after t receive the card, lhe Citibank AJree•

Zip Code

Major
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Employer Telephone (
and Area Code
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Zip Code

Your Phone Number

Relal1ve's Home Phone
and Area Code
(
(even 1f overseas)

Annual
Income·

PLEASE GIVE US SOME SCHOOL INFORMATION
Name ol School (do not abbreviate)
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.mybank. andanyothefreferenceshstedaboveloreleaseand o,
vemy 1nformat,on to Citibank (South Dakota) N A and ns afhhates In O<def
to determme my et,gibtllly lo, the Citibank credit card I am aware that ,nfor•

1Iyou pay your btn in ful by payment duedate (as shown on YOU' btlhng state·
ment) and take nocash advances dunng that b1lhng perlOd If your new bal•
ance Is not paid in I ull on o, befo,e lhe payment duedate. Finance Charges
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nance charges are assessed from the day YOU take the cash advance until
the day we rece,ve payment In luN OTHER FEES AND CHARGES There
wiNbeanaddibonal Finance Charge for eachcashadvancerecordeddurng
thebtn,ng penod II YOU requeste<fa cash advance at a F1naooaf lnst1fut10n.
the add1t10nal Finance Charge will be equal to 2'l. of the amount of the cash
advance. (but no less than S2 o, no more than $10) If you requested a cash
advance al an Automated Teller Machine (ATM). 1h15 additional Finance
Charge will be St 75 You will be charged a late paymenlfee of $10 l0< each
b1lbngperl0d1nwhlchtheminimumpayment,snotrece,vedwrtt.n25daysol
yourparmentduedate Youw1llbechargedaS10feeifyourcheck,snothon·
oredord we must re tum ,t to you because 11 cannot beprocessed. Terms are
subject to change
In order to be considered for a Citibank MasterCard or Citibank Visa card
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